
EURO 2016 VIP Administrative Assistant

Job information

Division / Unit: Operations / Event Services

Contract type: Fixed Term

Start date: 01.07.2015

End date: 31.07.2016

Location: Paris

Profile

The UEFA EURO 2016 guest management and protocol team will welcome more than 18,000 VIP guests and be

responsible for their entire guest experience. The VIP administration team is responsible for invitation management,

VIP ticketing and the preparation of seating plans for the 51 matches.

Based at the main tournament coordination centre in Paris, at the EURO 2016 SAS offices, the VIP Administration

Assistant will be responsible for pre-defined VIP guest groups and ensure that invitations are managed properly,

that the guest groups remain within their quota of allocated tickets, and that all guest data and bookings are

accurate in the guest database. In addition, this role assists in setting up the relevant ICT platforms and supports

the guest management and protocol team with administrative tasks.

Purpose

Office tasks:

- Managing the operations database (FAME);

- Supporting all VIP administration for UEFA EURO 2016 with the help of the operations database (FAME);

- Overseeing the invitation management process for specific target groups;

- Monitoring quotas – assessing, recording and communicating all quota information to the line manager;

- Acting as key liaison for certain target groups and their guest relation coordinators (GRC) in relation to invitations,

ticket management and operating system data input;

- Managing day to day FAME maintenance and checking arrival and departure details, accommodation bookings,

social event bookings and quota management;

- Troubleshooting for GRC and FAME;

- Preparing ticket fulfilments;

- Developing and implementing seating plans;

Onsite tasks:

- Assisting with ticket fulfilment and distribution/shipment;

- Assisting with VIP change management;

- Assisting with FAME-related operations;

- Supporting operations as required;

- Coordinating and communicating with other project teams.

Requirements

Experience required:

- from 1 to 3 years / in guest management in the event or guest services industry, working specifically on guest

database systems and logistical information



EURO 2016 VIP Administrative Assistant

- less than 1 year / ticketing experience

- less than 1 year / in a major sports event organisation

Education:

- Bachelor's  in hotel management, tourism, event or hospitality management

Languages:

- English / Proficient

- French / Proficient

Additional requirements:

- MS Excel / Proficient

- MS Outlook / Advanced

- MS PowerPoint / Advanced

- MS Word / Proficient

- Any additional language a plus

- Meticulous

- Clear communicator

- Keen to exceed client expectations

- Team solidarity and commitment


